
 

Part of the challenges facing artists is the lack of resources and much needed support to achieve laid out goals in social and business ventures.  One of the organizations bridging this gap to chart a new course for creatives in the NFT space is Chap-ter One (C1) Guild, a charity organi-zation and DAO operating on the NEAR Protocol Blockchain. The mission of C1 is to develop free art studios/music studios and provide resources to artists who do not have 

the means to create.   Founded in 2021 by Justin Burkholder (JCB) and Dedeukwu, the two crossed parts after learning of each other’s passion for philan-thropy and community.  Within a short period of its exist-ence, C1 have been in the forefront of paving way for new artists and broadening the base of existing artists interested in using NFT to aspire.  

“C1's expansion model is simple; we are artists helping artists. We will create, mint and sell NFTs.  Thirty percent of our own revenue goes to the C1 DAO for the pur-pose of developing programs. The  programs will facilitate the creation of more NFTs which will be sold in the C1 stores. This will generate a revenue stream for the creators, while supporting the foundation that supports them.  We will build more programs as we sell more art,” said JCB.   Currently C1 has been building a community on DISCORD which hosts free art workshops and  seminars every Saturday, which are available to 560 plus members and still growing. These seminars cover a wide range of topics like oil painting, music production, audio engineering, magicavoxel creating for NFT col-lectibles, 2D animation and more.  Members are welcome to join in on the seminars, learn new techniques, and interact with the other artists. The art created on the seminars are minted as NFTs so the community remains constant in content creation.   

Charting a new course for Artists in the NFT space 
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Get ready to rule the metaverse as C1 Foundation brings you “The Future is Near Music Competition”. Battle it out for a chance to win $250 in Near. Visit : beacons.ai/C1foundation to Register 

https://discord.gg/DQZGkTMSzX
https://www.facebook.com/chapter1guild/
https://www.instagram.com/dum_unu/p/CY4E3ytAMos/?utm_medium=copy_link
https://twitter.com/dum_unu/status/1484931658059063304?s=21
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Welcome to the first issue of  Chapter One (C1) Guild news-letter. First, permit me to say kudos to these two great gentle-men, Dede and JCB, for found-ing and pioneering this move-ment changing lives. Their effort is something some of us take for granted.   It all started as a two-man show but gradually stretching progres-sively and will eventually outlive us all in this race to serve hu-manity in the era of  inventions and innovations in technology– thanks to blockchain.   C1 Guild is all about NFT and helping artists of all forms, if not reaching their immediate goal, it is helping to pave the way. 

We are just blasting off and will keep on accelerating to increase our altitude in every edition. But remember, without your sup-port, our readers, we might run out of gas.   Don’t hesitate to let us know when the flight is not accelerat-ing enough.   One thing is for sure, we shall keep our cool even at the mo-ment of turbulence.  So, tighten your belt and enjoy the flight.  The main menu is on NFTs in general. Focusing on Artists collaborating with C1, magnifi-cent NFT drops minted by the Guild, and Near Protocol high-

lights.  Educating our readers is im-portant, knowledge they say is “endless,” so we featured “ What is NFT?  NFT crypto watch is a brief on top coins and tokens used for collectibles and NFTs.  Calendar of some upcoming NFT drops is not left out.  The Expert Advise and Quotes section are there to spice your day.  Earn Near is a section for brain teasers.   Enjoy your reading! 

Justin Burkholder (JCB) 
Co-founder, C1 Guild 

 �ĚŝƚŽƌ͛Ɛ�EŽƚĞ 

Working together for a common cause 

 Just blasting off, join us 

“C1 Guild is all about NFT and helping artists of all forms, if not reaching their immediate goal, it is help-ing to pave the way” 

JCB and Dede are co-founders of Chapter One (C1) Guild under Near Protocol, with a common objective of helping artists achieve their goals and creating enabling environment for creatives in the NFT space and the blockchain ecosystem.  What started as a collaboration track under DAO Records and the NxM guild, quickly shifted gears when learning of each oth-er’s passion for philanthropy and community. A group of artists wanting to help other artists.  C1 released its first AudioNFT entitled “Baboon” and pledged to give 30% of proceeds to help the less fortunate.  The idea was to give other crea-tives the same opportunity we were provided with in terms of creating art, being taught to navi-gate an ever-changing industry, and earning revenue.  We have over 80 minted NFTs from various artists who have entered the space via C1's out-reach, according to JCB.  On August 1st 2021, C1 minted its first NFT "The Key" by De-

deukwu and JCB.  One of the major upcoming projects is "Blake Harden Mix seminar for Mac Lethal NFT and Drop".   C1 live tour Nigeria is soon kick-ing off in Abuja, and ongoing at the moment is "The future Is Near" songwriting competition.  “In Nigeria, we have had challeng-es in getting materials and contri-butions in other states other than Lagos. There are plans to further our outreach to different states through collaborative efforts with other organizations using NEAR Protocol,” said Dedeukwu.  Artists benefit by utilizing block-chain technology. They can take control of their careers by retain-ing ownership and controlling rights. C1 is determined to help all artists regardless of the way they create, and help them navi-gate this new and exciting space, so they can best serve their own career.   Justin Burkholder (JCB) 
JCB draws on life experiences to create. His music is a little rough around the edges, and unpolished, but gives sounds of hope. JCB’s 

main priority when creating and collaborating is drawing raw emotions out of the ones bless-ing his tracks with vocals. Allow-ing them to truly be themselves, and use music for what he thinks music is intended for in its most natural form… A release and an escape.   Dedeukwu 
Who is DEDEUKWU…? He is the vessel of IKENGA returned to the blockchain with vibes and messages after self-realization in the middle of the pandemic. The 25-year-old rapper/musician was popularly known as SPUNKY BLACK in the South East of Nigeria. Dedeukwu’s experiences resonate through the art he creates. 
Following his introduction to 
VANDAL of DAORECORDS, he 
was onboarded to the NFT 
space and saw the potentials of 
the blockchain. He found his 
tribe, but not only that, he found 
support to his vision of giving 
30% proceeds of his future 
wealth to uplift the less fortunate 
globally with JCB.  

Dedeukwu 
Co-founder, C1 Guild 

Eric I. Asomugha 
Editor-in-Chief 

 
 

https://discord.gg/DQZGkTMSzX
https://twitter.com/dum_unu/status/1484931658059063304?s=21
https://www.instagram.com/dum_unu/p/CY4E3ytAMos/?utm_medium=copy_link
https://www.facebook.com/chapter1guild/
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Thompson Anointing is the true defini-tion of an artist. His craft spans from gos-pel songwriter and recording artist to drone pilot and cinematographer. Alt-hough he is based in Lagos Nigeria, his work knows no boundaries, and he has worked throughout Africa and its envi-rons.  There is no doubt that the gospel music industry is rocketing and many art-ists are coming on board. Combing this and other trades in a competitive environ-ment truly makes Thompson a unique treasure seeking to be one of those to reckon with. 

C1 featured Artists: From ….. 

Amaka is an amazing Afro singer who hails from south east Nigeria. She was born in the 90’s and a graduate of Imo State University. Amaka’s style of music is influenced by her love of African sounds, and she is inspired by singers such as Tiwa Savage, Brenda Fasciae, Omawumi, Angeline Kidjo, and Miriam Makeba. She believes that African Women and artists in general have a lot to offer to the world, and feels her music will contribute to that.  She is determined to be among the top in the indus-try. Watch out folks. Amaka is easy going, loves adventure, and writ-ing.  

SterryO is a Nigerian born, producer, writer, audio engineer and crypto NFT artiste. He has produced for the likes of Olakira (Sere, AYA MI & Till Dawn), Zuchu and Lyta. He is a versa-tile artist whose genres range between Afrobeats, Alternative, Afro Pop, R&B and Trap. His first album as an artiste and producer called “Created Creator” has 10 tracks and debuted in 2021, and has three singles called “Kuku Pami”, “Got a Boyfriend”, and “Better Man”. All Songs are produced, mixed and mas-tered by himself, and feature artist like Cil, Larkim, Dedeukwu, Gattraps, and Fishbrain.  

C1 NFT Drops: From … 

A TALE OF A NEW AGE A tale of how we change our true beauty and worth, seeking something that we feel defines who we are best. Hence, a tale to a new age. https://www.mintbase.io/thing/A9fMupZSZsm29O8s9pn-dIVbhY3sUGSvgY8eBS5Fbh8Q:c1auctionhouse.mintbase1.near 

�������RIVERS  OF  JOY  This painting was motivated by my idea on joy. It is like a river. It attracts people and ginduces harmo-ny. The river of joy is believed to be endless. It is not stagnant, it flows. Joy is a great weapon the creator uses to recharge the universe. https://www.mintbase.io/thing/iYPTXJejh_UdLvUl77jGGbD_dRSgh7R2PGTeEVg7MnY:c1auctionhouse.mintbase1.near 

�������COLOURS OF LOVE We were created out of love, existing and co-habiting because we are made not just fine but lovely. We're Never allowing hurt, pain, agony, bitterness and hate take away this BEAUTY hid-den, even in colours Called LOVE. https://www.mintbase.io/thing/Vzt5Jqp-CAYrDvVp6SRgEFLAcImItz_m1EHeeYWy3Wk8:c1auctionhouse.mintbase1.near 
Q & A time:                                                                                                
Question: What is the platform that makes EVM contracts interoperable on NEAR? Send Question and Answer to c1media22@gmail.com  5 correct answers selected from a draw of lots will earn1N each.  
Sponsors are welcome. 
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LIVE I really wanna live my life, all time long I've been grinding and now I wanna have so much fun and live the biggest life! https://www.mintbase.io/thing/lQsslqweJ7_JEZ7wan6F6-sWdrK5Uh6N3S6M_9piZuE:c1auctionhouse.mintbase1.near 

SWEET Sweet painting is motivated by the pu-rity of the colours used in the painting. When you view the work you will feel the sensation of sweetness within your mind. https://www.mintbase.io/thing/j2f1bGZjD2pW0nwuijy6vutJbVwlN-fEARWS4nYmBV0A:c1auctionhouse.mi

THE TALKING SOUND  The painting tries to show the spiritual activities that goes on when a young person beats the talking drum. The talk-ing drum is a musical  instrument used to communicate prov-erbs, or pass across a message. https://www.mintbase.io/thing/tys4cJ-YnZq2EdbDRY-R3r6aOTCcBXQZPQsE-
NEAR Protocol 

                                                                                                                         The year 2021 was another remarkable year for Near Foundation, eve-rything from protocol upgrades, ecosystem funding, community develop-ments, and new projects launching on NEAR mainnet.  C1 Guild Newsletter (CGN) highlights the progress made according to Near report.  Paras and Mintbase, two NEAR NFT marketplaces, led the charge in bringing more NFTs to the NEAR ecosystem.  Mintbase, which began building on NEAR in August of 2020, officially launched in 2021. The team had originally begun developing on Ethere-um, but migrated over to NEAR when it became prohibitively expensive for them. With its fast transaction speeds and low costs, NEAR was the obvious choice for Mintbase, which hosts its own NFT marketplace but also has an NFT utility engine that helps people build their own.   In early December, electronic music DJ and producer deadmau5 and indie rock band Portugal. the Man collaborated with Mintbase and NEAR to mint their NFT single “this is fine”. If deadmau5 and Portugal. the Man go platinum (sell more than 1 million records in the US), they will make blockchain history. It’s already putting Mintbase firmly on the NFT map.  The NFT marketplace Paras offers real-world trading cards of artworks as collectibles, which users can quickly mint, buy, and sell quickly at little 

cost. Paras recently launched Boom Boom! the first mini digital comic series on NEAR, and PARADIGM. Both of these are part of Paras Com-ics, the platform’s new comics-specific feature. The Paras marketplace already has thousands of users purchasing one-of-a-kind NFT collections. It also boasts over 18,000 Twitter and 3,000 Telegram followers—a testament to its rapidly expanding community.  From July 17th to the 25th, 2021 at the Shanghai National Exhibition and Convention Centre, Paras collaborated with Web3Games and NEAR to showcase Chinese artists who were selling NFT artworks at an exhibi-tion. One artist, Huang Heshen, created the “Toorich City Series”, a collection of exclusive NFTs on Paras that explores Bu Tu Garden Com-munity, a digital set of 10 luxury single-family villas. Elsewhere in China, the NEAR dApp Feiyu recently debuted. Built atop NEAR, Feiyu is a new take on social media, where users express creativi-ty by sharing memes and GIFs. All of this happens in an NFT-based metaverse where users don’t have to register a wallet. Driven by re-wards, Feiyu users earn tokens or NFT items (skins, weapons, etc.) for participating in the community. On the audio NFT front, DAO Records is working to reimagine the record label and to fairly pay musicians for their recordings. In the cur-rent music industry model, record labels and streaming services take the majority of musicians’ earnings. With DAO records, the founders are encouraging independent artists to release and package new music as audio NFTs.  
To Date, DAO Records has released over 150 NFTs from over 100 
artists. And in the last 14 months, DAO Records has also produced over 
50 virtual events, where musicians, fans, and NFT lovers can meet and 
socialize in custom-designed Metaverse gatherings.  

Quotes "What you get by achieving your goals is not as important as what you become by achieving your goals." 
by Zig Ziglar 

“Success is not final; failure is not fatal; it is the courage to continue that counts.” 
By Winston Churchill 
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            It is no news that NFTs are here to stay as all categories of creature jump into the space including artists, game developers, musicians, writ-ers, and even athletes and sports teams flood into the business of mint-ing, selling, and buying NFTs. According to report obtained by CGN, the NFT market cap skyrocket-ed from approximately $400 million in the beginning of 2021 to $22 billion at the end of the year.  This means more creatives are minting digital art items or other types of digital assets, kickstarting a revolution in the creator economy. The rise of NFTs couldn’t come at a better time. With the November 15th launch of NEAR’s Simple Nightshade sharding protocol, the plat-form’s transaction speeds, volume, and security will allow a vibrant NFT space to grow on the NEAR ecosystem. NEAR’s $800 million global ecosystem fund, announced on October 21st, and Proximity Labs’ $350 million Grants DAO are integral to this growth, as they will help NFT projects build new and unique NFT marketplaces and experiences on NEAR. Here is a list 14 top NFT projects, a clear indication of the positive impact of how NEAR’s NFT community is using Nightshade’s ultra fast, carbon-neutral sharding speeds. These NFT projects showcase both what is already happening right now on NEAR and what will be possible 

as creators think up new ways of using these digital assets. They are: Paras, deadmau5 x Portugal. the Man’s NFT single “this is fine”, OP Games, Mintbase, TenK, DAO Records, Satori, NEAR Misfits, Block History, NFT.HipHop’s ‘Hip Hop Heads’, Metamon, Sisu, Feiyu, Raiz.  Highlighting Mintbase Like Paras, the Lisbon-based Mintbase is an online NFT platform, where users can mint and sell NFTs as artworks, music, tickents, and more. While Mintbase is a marketplace, it is also a NFT utility platform, which means it gives users the tools to create their very own marketplaces. Via NEAR’s super fast transaction speeds (100,000 TPS), low fees, and great scalability, Mintbase is already offering NFT auctions, stores, and a lucrative royalty rewards system. This will help optimize and scale Mint-base’s VR integration when minting NFTs. Musician Kwame “Symbolik” Newman-Bremang, for instance, used Mintbase’s VR integration to create an immersive 360-degree experiential music video for his song “Happy Lies Version 2.” Mintbase already has 800+ NFT stores, 2300+ minters, and hundred of NFT smart contracts on the plastform. Developers are also add-ing “Openbase,” an open store for NFTs, and other new functionalities to the platform to make minting, buying, and selling even easier. 
Nate Geier, CEO of Mintbase, said: “A lot has been happening at Mint-
base. Customization and creative liberty are at the forefront of our 
business model to expand the use case for our NFTs. With NEAR’s 
technology and infrastructure, we’re opening the doors for smoother 
monetization and application.” 

NFT Crypto Watch 
What is NFT? 
NFTs are non-fungible tokens. They are a type of cryptographic 
token that lives on the blockchain and are used to represent 
digital assets. Specifically, NFTs provide a way to prove ownership 
and authenticity of digital asset, which is something that wasn’t 
really possible before because of how easy it is to copy digital 
files. Each NFT represents a real-world object like music, a video, 
an in-game item, or a virtual baseball trading card. 
What Exactly Do You Get When You Buy an NFT? 
For one thing, when you buy an NFT, you are not just buying that 
piece of digital art. NFT arts exist as either visual or audio-visual 
items. 
In that case, anyone on the internet can view them at any time 
and can even download them on their electronic devices free of 
charge. 
Simply put, you are buying a code that gives you the property 
rights to the NFT. Yes, what you are buying is not a picture or a 
video but a unique code that identifies you as the rightful owner 
of the digital art irrespective of how many versions of it there are 
in existence.The token has a unique barcode on the blockchain 
upon which it was built and once it is added to the blockchain, 
the ownership of the token is public and transparent. 
Therefore, when you are purchasing an NFT, remember that you 
are buying a certificate of authenticity, a bar code that can prove 
that you have sole rights to a unique version of the digital art 
token. 

C1-ducation 
As at January 22, 2022 the global crypto market capitalization was $1.61T and market for the top crypto coins and tokens used for Collectibles & NFTs was $33,723,862,456.  Only few changes were witnessed in the top 10 NFT crypto chat from previous week ending 16 January.   Mana, AXS, Theta, Sand, XTZ and Flow maintained their position. ENJ moved a step up to the 7th position, pushing Gala to 8th place. ROSE and CHZ maintained the 9th and 10th place respectively.   Top 20 NFT crypto coins and tokens as January 22, 2022 
1.Decentraland MANA 2.Axies Infinity AXS 3.Theta Network THETA 4.The Sandbox SAND 5.Tezos XTZ 6. Flow FLOW 7.Enjin Coin ENJ 8.Gala GALA 9.Oasis Network ROSE 10. Chiliz CHZ 

11.SushiSwap SUSHI 12.Syscoin SYS 13. APENET NFT 14.WAX WAXP 15.Immutable X IMX 16.Chromia CHR 17.DigiByte  DGB 18.Fetch.ai FET 19.Ultra UOS 20.CEEK VR CEEK   
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Dedeukwu Igwe 
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For editorial contact: 
Phone/WhatsApp: + 2349012658103 
Email: c1media22@gmail.com 
www.c1foundation.io 

A C1 Guild bimonthly newsletter focusing on NFT and related disciplines, dissemination of information to create awareness, support and breeding artists, as well as building bridges for all in the blockchain ecosystem. Mission 
C1 was founded with one goal in mind… To help creatives who 
may not have the means, produce, mint and sell NFTs. 

Q: Is invest and forget the best way to build wealth? 
A: The best way to build wealth in the long term is to follow a disciplined approach to investing. 

Investments meant for the long term in fundamentally good projects ultimately yield the best 
results. One of the steps to consider is to invest across a theme and pick multiple coins in that 

theme. Also do your diligent research before hand and invest within your limits.  

NFT Calendar: Upcoming DROPS 
Metamats: 01-08 Feb, OpenSea 
Masonic Lizards NFT: 02-09 Feb, Magic Eden 
Crypt0 Keepers:02-09 Feb, Rarible 
Metaverse Workers Club, 02-09 Feb, Mintable 
Ben The French: 02-09 Feb, Solsea 
Sol Meeps: 03-10 Feb, Rarible 
DimWits: 03-10 Feb, OpenSea 
Hippy Solana Crew: 03-10 Feb, Magic Eden 
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